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Abstract 
We establish that the finite set of obstructions of a minor-closed set of graphs given by 
a hyperedge r placement grammar can be effectively constructed. Our proof uses an auxiliary 
result stating that the system of equations associated with a proper hyperedge replacement 
grammar has a unique solution. 
1. In t roduct ion  
Several finite devices can be used to specify sets of finite graphs. In this paper we are 
interested in the following ones: 
- -  forbidden minors. 
- -  Hyperedge Replacement graph grammars. 
- -  monadic second-order formulas. 
The paradigm of a specification by forbidden minors is Kuratowski's theorem saying 
that a graph is planar iff it does not contain K3,3 nor Ks as a minor. The graphs 
K3,3 and K5 are called the obstructions of the class of planar graphs. 
Graph 9rammars pecify graphs in a generative way, by rules building graphs from 
smaller ones. Monadic second-order formulas can be used to express characteristic 
properties like connectivity or the existence of cycles. In certain cases, these three types 
of definitions are equivalent. The following theorem is the basis of the present paper 
(the definitions will be given later). 
Theorem (Courcelle [6]). Let L be a minor-closed set of  graphs of  bounded tree-width. 
Then the following are true: 
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1. L has a finite set of obstructions; 
2. L is definable by a Monadic Second-order (MS)formula (i.e. there exists a MS 
formula q~, such that L is the set of all 9raphs satisfyin9 q~), 
3. L is 9enerated by a Hyperedye Replacement 9raph (HR) 9rammar. 
Our main result states that one can compute monadic second-order formula and the 
set of obstructions from a HR grammar (Theorem 5.10). The computability of 
a grammar from the obstructions or a MS formula was proved elsewhere I-3, 5, 6]. 
Some comments concerning this theorem are in order. Since every set of graphs 
defined by a HR grammar has bounded tree-width, the hypothesis that the graphs of 
the considered set have bounded tree-width is necessary. Otherwise, a minor-closed 
set (of unbounded tree-width) always has a finite set of obstructions and is always 
definable by a MS formula. However, the MS formula can be constructed from the 
obstructions but not vice versa. Hence, the restriction to sets of graphs of bounded 
tree-width is essential in our results. 
We can sketch the main idea of the proof, which makes an essential use of the results 
of Robertson and Seymour [11]. 
Let F be a HR grammar defining a minor-closed set of graphs L. One can transform 
it into a system of equations S in sets of graphs such that 
- -  this system has a unique solution. 
- -  L is one component of the unique solution. 
- -  each component of the unique solution is minor-closed, hence can be specified by 
a finite set of obstructions, whence by a MS formula. 
For any sequence of MS formulas, say (q~l, ..., q~,,), (where m is the number of 
equations of 2;), one can verify whether the m-tuple of graphs they specify is a solution 
of X (i.e., is the solution of X). By enumerating blindly m-tuples of MS formulae and 
testing for each of them whether it defines the solution of X, one is sure to find one. 
From the MS formulae one can then construct the obstructions. 
This procedure is of course highly intractable. Unfortunately, we have no hope to 
make it tractable and to obtain, for instance, the still unknown set of obstructions of 
graphs of tree-width at most 4. (Sanders knows about 70 obstructions but is not sure 
that the list is complete [13].) 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains only definitions and can be 
skipped by the reader knowing graph grammars; Section 3 deals with proper HR 
grammars in the general case where they generate hypergraphs; Section 4 gives 
a construction of the minor closure of a HR set of graphs; Section 5 is devoted to the 
main result; Section 6 presents our conclusion. 
2. Hypergraphs and HR hypergraph grammars 
We review the basic definitions from [1]. As in this paper, we deal with a certain 
class of oriented hypergraphs. The reader knowing [3] may skip this section. 
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2.1. Hypergraphs 
The hypergraphs we define have labelled hyperedges. The alphabet of hyperedge 
labels is a ranked alphabet A, i.e., an alphabet that is given with a mapping z : A ~ N 
(the integer z(a) is called the type of a). A hypergraph over A of type n is a 5-tuple 
H = (VH, EH, labH, vertH, SrCH) where VH is the finite set of vertices, EH is the finite set 
of hyperedges, labH is a mapping EH ~ A defining the label of a hyperedge, vertn is 
a mapping EH ---, V}, defining the (possibly empty) sequence of vertices of a hyperedge, 
and SrCH is a sequence of vertices of length n. We impose the condition that the length 
of vertH(e) is equal to r(labH(e)) for all e in EH. One may also have labels of type 0, 
labelling hyperedges with no vertex. An element of srcn is called a source of H. The sets 
EH and VH are assumed to be finite and disjoint. We consider two isomorphic 
hypergraphs as equal. 
We denote by G(A) the set of all isomorphism classes of hypergraphs over A, by 
G(A), the sul:~t of those of type n. A hypergraph of type n is also called an 
n-hypergraph. 
A 9raph is a hypergraph all hyperedges of which are of type 2. A graph is thus 
directed (unless otherwise specified). We say that H has pairwise distinct sources if no 
vertex occurs twice in the sequence SrCH. 
We now define the substitution of a hypergraph for a hyperedge in a hypergraph. 
2.2. Substitutions 
Let G ~ G(A), let e e E~; let H ~ G(A) be a hypergraph of type r(e). We denote by 
G[H/e] the result of the substitution of H for e in G. This hypergraph can be 
constructed as follows: 
(1) construct a hypergraph G' by deleting e from G (but keep the vertices of e); 
(2) add to G' an isomorphic opy/7 of H, disjoint from G'; 
(3) fuse the vertex vert~(e, i), i.e., the ith element of the sequence vertG(e) (that is still 
a vertex of G'), with the ith source of/7; this is done for all i = 1, .. . ,  z(e); 
(4) the sequence of sources of G[H/e] is the image of the sequence of sources of G' 
under the identifications induced by step (3). 
If el . . . . .  ez are pairwise distinct hyperedges of G, if H~ . . . . .  H~ are hypergraphs of
respective types z (e l )  . . . .  ,z(et), then the substitutions in G of H~ for e~ . . . . .  Ht for 
e I can be done in any order; the result is the same, and it is denoted by 
G [Hx/el . . . . .  nJet]. 
2.3. Hypergraph operations 
Let U = {ul, u2 . . . . .  u,,} be another finite-ranked alphabet, disjoint from A. We call 
U the alphabet of unknowns. U is given with a fixed total ordering of its elements: 
Ul ~ U2 ~ . . .  ~ Urn. 
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Let us call hypergraph-operator f type n any (l + 1)-tuple P = (G, el, e2 . . . . .  el) 
where G e G(AuU) ,  and el, e2, ... ,  et is an enumeration without repetition of all the 
U-labelled hyperedges of G. Let us suppose label(ej) = ui~ and let nl = z(ui). 
The hypergraph-operation 
P: G(A),, x ..- × G(A),,, -+ G(A), 
is defined by 
P [n l ,  H2 . . . . .  n l ]  = G[H1/el,  H2/e2 . . . .  , nde J .  
The graph-operator P will be said standard iff, Vj, k E [1,11 j <<. k =:. label(ej)<<. 
label(ek). One can check that, for every (Hi, H2 . . . . .  Urn) ~ G(A), t x G(A), 2 x ... x G(A),. 
the graph P[Hi , ,H i  . . . . . .  Hi,] is independent of the chosen enumeration ex, ... ,e~ 
provided P is associated to the same graph G and is standard. 
Therefore, we can define an operation 
G: G(A)., x ... x G(A).. ~ G(A). 
by 
G[H1, H2, . . . ,  H,,] = P[Hi,,  Hi~, . . . ,  Hi,], 
where P = (G, el . . . . .  el) is standard. 
We extend the operation P to sets of hypergraphs by letting 
P : ~(G(A).,,) x ... x #~(G(A).,,) -+ ~(G(A), )  
be defined by 
P EL1, L 2 . . . .  , L,]  = { P [H , ,  H 2 . . . . .  Ht] I W + [ 1,13, Hj ~ L j}. 
Here also, the set P[Li,,Li2, ... ,Li,] is independent of the chosen enumeration 
el . . . .  , et provided P is associated to the same graph G and is standard. Therefore, we 
can define an operation 
G: ~(G(A)n)  x ... x ~(G(A), . )  --+ ~(G(A)n) 
by 
~[L1, L2, ... ,  Lm] = PELi,, Li . . . . . .  Li,], 
where P = (G, el . . . . .  ez) is standard. 
2.4. HR grammars 
A Hyperedge Replacement grammar is a 4-tuple F = (A, U,Q,Z) where A is 
the finite terminal ranked alphabet, U is the finite nonterminal-ranked alphabet, 
Q is the finite set of production rules, i.e., is a finite set of pairs of the form 
(u,D) ~ U x G(Aw U)~<,) and Z e U is a non-terminal symbol called the axiom. A 
production rule (u, D) will frequently be written u--* D; we shall denote by Q(u) 
the set {Dl(u,D) ~ Q}. 
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The one-step derivation relation, ~-~ is defined by 
K ~ H iff there exists a hyperedge  in K, the label of which is some u in U, and 
a production rule (u,D) in Q, such that H = KID~e]. 
The derivation relation * is the reflexive and transitive closure of 
For every hypergraph K ~ G(A w U)n, we define 
t(r,K):= {H ~G(A)nIK ~ H}. 
For every nonterminal symbol u e U we denote by ~ the unique hypergraph such that: 
t7 has z(u) distinct sources, exactly one hyperedge , this e is labelled by u, t~ has no 
internal vertex and the ith vertex of e is the ith source of tT. We shall sometimes 
(abusively) use the symbol u in place of t~ in the sequel, when no confusion is possible. 
The set of hypergraphs generated by F is defined by 
t(r):= L(r, 2). 
A set of graphs is HR iffit is generated by some HR grammar F. We shall simply say 
a grammar in the sequel. 
2.5. Systems of equations in sets of hypergraphs 
Let F = (A, U, Q, Z) be a grammar. Let us suppose that 
U - -{u l  . . . . .  urn} and Q(u3={Di,1 . . . . .  Di.s,}(for 1 ~<i~<m). 
The system of equations Sr associated with F is then the set of equations 
si 
ui = ~ Dij (for l~<i~<m). 
j= l  
A m-tuple (L1, L2, ..., Lm) ~ ~(C,(A)~ 1)x ... × ~(G(A),.) is then a solution of Sriff, 
for all i in [1,m] we have: 
sl A 
Li = U DI,j(L1, L2, ... ,Lm). 
j= l  
We denote the formal sum ~'= 1Di.j by t~ and the operation ~'= 1 Di.j by f~. 
Theorem 2.1 (Bauderon, Courcelle [1]). (L(F, ul) . . . . .  L( F, urn)) is the least solution of 
Sr, for componentwise t inclusion. 
Example 2.2. We let F = ({a}, {u}, Q, u), where a and u have rank 2 and Q(u) is shown 
in Fig. 1. 
L(F, u) is the set of edge series-parallel multidigraphs in the sense of [14]. A typical 
example of such a graph is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2, 
3. Proper hyperedge replacement grammars 
We denote by Ia the set of internal vertices of a hypergraph G i.e., of those that are 
not sources. For every hypergraph G, we let II all be the integer Card(I~) + Card(Ea) 
and we call it the size of G. We say that a graph is empty iff 11611 = 0. 
There is only one empty 0-hypergraph. An empty n-hypergraph, for n >~ 1, has 
vertices, namely, the sources (possibly all identical). 
For every hypergraph G, we let e(G) denote the empty hypergraph obtained by 
deleting the hyperedges and the internal vertices of G. 
Lemma 3.1. For all hypergraphs H, G1, ... ,  Gz, /f el . . . . .  ez are hyperedges of H of 
respective types z(G1), ... , z(Gz) we have 
IIHEG1/el, ... ,G,/e~] II : IIH[e(G1)/el . . . .  ,e(Gz)/et] II + II Gill + ..- + IIG/II. 
Proof. Easy verification from the definitions. [] 
A unit hypergraph is a graph with exactly one U-labelled hyperedge, no terminal 
hyperedge and no isolated internal vertex. (A vertex is isolated if it is not in the vertex 
sequence of any hyperedge). A grammar F is proper if no right-hand side of a rule is 
unit or empty. 
Lemma 3.2. A proper grammar generates nonempty hypergraphs. 
Proof. Let F be a proper grammar. Assume we have a derivation u~ G with G empty. 
Let u' ~ D be a rule with terminal right-hand side used in this derivation. If D has 
a hyperedge or an isolated internal vertex, then G has also a hyperedge or an internal 
vertex. Hence, D should be empty. But F has no rule with empty right-hand side. 
Contradiction. [] 
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Theorem 3.3. Let F be a proper grammar with nonterminals ul . . . . .  Urn. The m-tuple 
(L ( / ' ,  Ul) . . . . .  L( I  ~, Um)) 
is the unique m-tuple of sets of nonempty hypergraphs that is a solution of Sr. 
Proof. Let Li = L(F, ui) for i = 1, . . . ,  m. Hence (L i )  1 ~< i ~< m is the least solution of Sr in 
sets of hypergraphs. The sets Li contain no empty hypergraph (Lemma 3.2). Hence, 
(Li) l  ~< i ~< m is the least solution of Sr in sets of nonempty hypergraphs. 
Assume (M~)~ i~,, is any solution in sets of nonempty hypergraphs. We have 
L~ ___ M~ for all i. If we do not have the equalities, we let G be a hypergraph of minimal 
size in U{Mj - Lj/1 <. j <~ m}, and G ~ M i - -  L i. 
Since (Mj)~ ~<j <~ m is a solution of Sr in nonempty hypergraphs, we have 
G = D[G, /e , , . . . ,  Gt/el] 
for some rule of F 
u ~ O[ea . . . . .  el] 
with label(e j) = u/) and Gj ~ Mij, for all j ~ [1, l]. By Lemma 3.1 we have 
Ilall = [[O[e(G1), ... ,~(al)]ll + IlGxll + '-- + IIa~]l. 
Case 1: II Gill < II a II for allj. By minimality of II al l ,  we have Gj e. Lij for eachj  hence 
G 6 L~ but this contradicts the choice of G. 
Case 2: II Gill = II all for somej. Since the hypergraphs G1 . . . .  , Gl are all nonempty, 
we must have l = 1 and IID[e(G1)/el] 11 = 0. Hence, D has no terminal hyperedge and 
no internal isolated vertex. Hence it is unit. But this means that F contains the rule 
u~ ~ D which has a unit right-hand side. Hence F is not proper. 
In both cases we get a contradiction. It follows that M r - Lj = 0 for every j hence 
that 
(M1 . . . .  , Mr.) = (L1, ... , Lr.), 
as was to be shown. [] 
Theorem 3.4. For every grammar F one can construct a proper grammar F' with the 
same set of nonterminals uch that, for every u ~ U 
£(F', u) = {G ~ £(F, u)[ G is nonempty}. 
A very similar theorem is proved in [9, p. 77, Corol lary 1.10]. 
Proof. For every u ~ U we let 
EMPTY(u) = {G ~L(F,u)[G is empty}, 
* G, G is a unit graph}. UNIT(u) = {G[u r
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These sets are finite and can be computed because the membership roblem for an 
HR set of graphs is decidable [-9, p. 75, Corol lary 1.6.1 
We first construct a grammar  F" consisting of all rules of F together with the 
following ones: 
all rules u ~ H[-H'[-E1/el, ... ,Ez/et]/u'] ,  (1) 
where 
- -  H[-u'] ~ UNIT(u), u' ~ H'  is a rule of F, 
- -  0 ~< l ~< number of nonterminal hyperedges of H', 
- -  el . . . .  ,et are nonterminal  hyperedges of H '  with respective labels Wl . . . .  ,wt, 
Ei ~ EMPTY(wi), for all i ~ [-1,1], 
- -  H[H'[ -E1/e l  . . . . .  El/et]/u'] is neither empty nor unit. 
Remark .  (1) In a rule of the form (1) fulfilling the above conditions it may happen 
that 
- -  H [u'] = u, u' = u (because u e UNIT(u)) 
- -  l = 0, i.e., the rule is of the form u --* H[H ' /u ' ] .  
(2) It may happen that H '  is empty, 1 = 0, but H[H' /u ' ]  is not empty, as in the 
example shown in Fig. 3. 
(3) It may happen that H'  is unit, 1 = 0, but H[H' /u ' ]  is not unit, see Fig. 4. 
+ 
For each new rule u -~ G, we have u f iG.  It follows that 
L(F ,u)  = L(F",u)  for all u ~ U. 
We now let F'  be obtained from F" by the deletion of all rules with an empty or unit 
r ight-hand side. Hence 
L(F' ,u)  ~_L(F",u)  fo ra l lu~U.  
1 2 i 2 
H[u']= • u' ,~ Q • H'= Q • 
1 2 
H[H'/u']= • • • 
Fig. 3. 
! 2 1 2 
i1' u"  
H[u'~ ~ • H'= Q ,, • • 
1 u"  2 
H[H'Iu'I= ~ • • 
Fig. 4. 
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Since F' is proper L(F ' ,u)  is contained in the set of nonempty hypergraphs of 
L(F", u). Let conversely G e L(F", u) be nonempty. Let 
d:u - - *G l  ~G2. . .  ~Gp= G 
be a derivation of G in F". 
If no rule used in this derivation has an empty or unit r ight-hand side, then 
G e L (F', u). Otherwise we transform d into another derivation d' of G in F" which does 
not use rules with empty or unit right-hand sides. We do the proof by induction on 
p (simultaneously for all u e U). 
Basis: p = 1. Then u ~ G1 is a rule of F", G1 = G is nonempty and we take d' = d. 
Inductive step: 
Case 1:G1 . . . . .  Gp-1 are all unit graphs. In this case u ~ G is a rule of F", we let 
d' :u--+ G. 
Case 2: Gi ( for  some 1 < i <~ p - 1) is the f irst nonunit hypergraph in the sequence 
GI, . . . ,  Gi. Then G~_ 1 e UNIT(u) and u ~ Gi is a rule of F". We take 
d ' : u -+ G i ---~ G i + l -* ... ~ G p = G . 
(Note that, by point 3 of the above remark, we may have G~_I = H[u']  and 
Gi = H[H '  [u"]/u'] nonunit for some rule u'---, H'  [u"] with unit r ight-hand side). 
Case 3:G1 is nonunit. Then it is nonempty. We have G1 = H[e l ,  ... ,el] and 
G = H[G' I /e l  . . . . .  G'l/el] where label(ej) = uij and uij * G'j by some derivations dj of 
length at most p 1. Let us assume that Ga, ... G' - ' , 1o are empty and the others are not. 
By induction, we have derivations 
, t 
dj uij --, Gj 
without unit or empty rules for j  -- lo + 1 . . . .  , I. We have also in F" a rule of the form 
u ~ H' where 
H' = H[G' I /e l ,  ... , G;o/e,o]. 
Hence, we can take for d' the derivation starting with u ~ H'  and continued by the 
derivations d'lo+ 1 . . . . .  d'l so as to generate H'[GIo+ 1/eto+ 1. . . . .  G'l/et] = G. [] 
Let us illustrate this construction by the following. 
Example  3.5. F = <A, U, Q,Z> where A = {a}, U = {u, v}, (z(u) = z(v) = z(a) = 2), 
Z = u and Q(u), Q(v) are shown in Fig. 5 
I ~ u  2 I u 2 I 2 
I • 2 1 2 1 2 I 2 
~v) - I  .~, : • ; • ; v ',r. • • • ; • • } 
Fig. 5. 
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u v 
I u 2 , v 2 1 ~  ~ / ~  I t s  um'r(u)=( • ~ • . ~. :_ • , , , • 
2 
u v 
' . ' 0  '0  
I v 2 
uNrr (v )~{ • . • ) 
Fig. 6. 
s 
I 2 12  , , f '~  
1 u 2 
• ~0 • • 
u 
I 2 I a 
• • • • ; • ~0 
Fig. 7. 
2 
2 
Q'(u) = { 
2 
Q'(*). ( • } 
I 2 12 
I u 2 ! 
" D 
Fig. 8. 
I • 2 
1 u 2 
O O O  I 
We have 
EMPTY(u) = EMPTY(v) = {.1 .,2 12 ). 
The graphs in UNIT(u), UNIT(v) are shown in Fig. 6. 
Then F" = (A, U, Q", z )  where Q" consists of the union of Q with the set of rules 
Q'~:Q'~ (u) is shown in Fig. 7 and Q'~ (v) = 0. 
Finally, F' is shown in Fig. 8. 
4. The minor closure of a HR set of graphs 
In this section we let A consist of one symbol of type 2. The elements of G(A) are 
thus directed graphs (possibly with loops and multiple dges) and sources (we abbreviate 
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G(A) as t7, 17(A), as 17,). We shall use grammars, with nonterminals of arbitrary types, 
to generate subsets of 17. 
For simplicity, we give all definitions for directed graphs. The extension to undirec- 
ted graphs is straightforward (see the end of the paper). 
Def in i t ion  (Minor inclusion). Let G, H E G. We write G~_H and we say that G is 
a minor of H (or is included in H as a minor) iff 
1. G and H are of same type 
2. G is obtained from a subgraph G' of H by edge contractions. 
Since isomorphic graphs are considered as equal, minor inclusion is a partial order 
(since G_<1H and H~ G implies G = H). G is a proper minor of H if G <1H and G ~ H. 
Since G~ H implies that G and H are of same type, the sources of H cannot be 
deleted. By edge contractions several distinct sources can get fused. In the example 
shown on Fig. 9, G~G'  ~_ H. 
For every set of graphs L, we let 
~(L)  = {G/G~H,  for some H ~ L} 
and we call it the minor closure of L. A set L is minor closed iff L = ~(L). We write 
G~_'H iff G and H are of same type and G can be obtained from H by edge 
contractions and edge deletions. 
It follows that G~_'H does not hold if, for example 
and 
n=.  2 
whereas of course G~H.  For every set of graphs L we let 
<1'(L) = {G/G~_'H, for some n ~ L} 
Propos i t ion  4.1.  For every grammar F, one can construct a grammar F' with same set 
U ofnonterminals such that L(F',u) = ~_'(L(F,u))for every u ~ U. 
We need first a lemma 
1,2 1 2 1 2 
c,= 0--------0 o'= H= 
Fig. 9. 
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Lemma 4.2. Let H G G(A ~ U) with nonterminal hyperedges e: . . . . .  e:; let G 1 . . . . .  Gt G G 
of respective types z(el), ... ,z(ez). Then G~_'H[G:/el ,  ... ,GJet]  iff there exist 
H' G G(A u U) and G'I . . . .  , G~ G G such that 
1. G'i~_'Gifor every i = 1 . . . . .  l, 
2. H' is obtained from H by contractions and deletions of terminal edges, 
3. G = H'[G'l /ei  . . . .  , Gi/el]. 
Proof. Straightforward. [] 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. For every rule u ~ D of F, for every D' obtained from D by 
deletions and contractions of terminal edges, we put u --* D' as a rule of F'. With the 
help of Lemma 4.2 and by induction on the length of derivation sequences, one can 
prove that: 
1. if u 7 G, G is terminal and G"~'G then Ur*,-* G', 
* l 2. if ur-* G then there exists G GL(F,u) such that G'~'G.  
Hence, L(F',u) = ~'(L(F,u).  We omit details. [] 
For every set of graphs L, we define 
c(L) = {GIG is obtained from a graph in L by deletion of internal isolated vertices}. 
For every L c a we have L c c(L) and <](L) = c(~_'(L)). 
Proposition 4.3. For every grammar F with set of nonterminals U, one can construct 
a grammar F' with set of nonterminals U' ~_ U such that: 
1. for every u G U,L(F' ,u) = c(L(F,u)) (hence L(F',u) = c(L(F',u))) 
2. for every u G U' - U, L(F', u) = c(L(F', u)) 
3. if L (F ,u )= ~'(L(F,u))  for every u G U then L (F ' ,u )= ~_(L(F',u)) for every 
u G U' - U (hence also for every u G U'). 
Proof (sketch). Given F, one first constructs a grammar F1 consisting of all rules 
u --* D1 where D: G c(D) for some rule u --* D of F. Clearly, L(Fb w) ~ c(L(F,w)) for all 
nonterminals w. We would like to have the equality but this is not always the case as 
shown by the following example of F with one nonterminal u of type 2. The right-hand 
sides of the rules of F are given in Fig. 10. 
I u u 7 / 2 1 2 
Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 11. 
I 
• -Q  
I 
Fig. 12. 
No right-hand side of a rule has an internal isolated vertex, hence F1 = F. However, 
the graph G1 (first line of Fig. 11) belongs to L(F, u), but the graph G2 (second line of 
Fig. 11) belongs to c(L(F, u)) - L (F ,  u). 
The above construction is then insufficient. It works for grammars F satisfying the 
following additional condition: 
for every nonterminal u, for every G eL(F,u), there is a derivation of G from u in 
F such that the isolated internal vertices of G come from isolated internal vertices of 
right-band sides of rules of F. 
Every grammar F can be transformed into an equivalent one satisfying this 
condition. One needs to introduce new nonterminals. For example, in the case of the 
above grammar F, we add two nonterminals u~, u2 of type 1 and the rules 
U 1 ~ D1,  u 2 ~ D 2 and u --* D3,  
where Dx, D2, Da are shown in Fig. 12 (Di is on the ith line). 
The general case is routine. We omit the proof. [] 
Corollary 4.4. Let F be a grammar. One can construct a grammar F' such that 
L(F') = ~_ (L(F)) and each set L(F', u) (where u is a nonterminal ofF')  is minor closed. 
Proof. Immediate consequence of Propositions 4.1 and 4.3. [] 
Example (Example 2.2 continued). The grammar F' is obtained by adding the two 
rules u ~ D where D is either -1 2 or 1;2. The condition of the proof of Proposition 4.3 
holds and L(F', u) = _<](L(F, u)). 
Proposition 4.5. One cannot decide whether the set L(F) generated by a given grammar 
F is minor-closed. 
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Proof(sketch). Let us consider the finite alphabet X = {a, b}, the free monoid (X*,. ,e) 
and the ordering <__ on X*: for every words wl, w2 ~ X*, wl<_w2 means that wl can 
be obtained from w2 by deleting some letters. (___ is called the subword ordering; it can 
be also defined as the smallest precongruence over (X*,.) which contains {(e, a), (e, b)}). 
Let us define the following binary operations o over G2: for every H1, H2 ~ G2, 
HI o H2 is the graph H obtained by gluing the second source of H~ on the first source 
of H2 and taking as ith source of H the ith source of Hi (for i ~ {1, 2}). Let us denote by 
U2 the graph in G2 consisting of only one vertex and no edge (hence with 2 sources 
which are identical). Then (G2, °, U2) is a monoid. 
We define a map W : X* ~ G2 as the unique monoid homomorphism from (X*,., e) 
to (G2, o ,  U2) such that 
W( ) 1 2 W(b) 1 2 a =o ~ o, =o  ~ o. 
One can notice that W is also an increasing map from (X*, <__) to (G2, <~). 
In part 1 we prove that one cannot decide whether the set L(F) generated by a given 
context-free grammar F is downwards closed with respect o ___. In part 2, using the 
encoding W, we give a reduction of the above decision problem to the decision 
problem we are considering. 
Part 1: Let us suppose that one could decide whether the set L(F) generated by 
a given context-free grammar F is downwards closed with respect o ___ (written 
___-closed), i.e. if u <_ v ~ L(F) implies u ~ L(F). The so-called "Universality Problem" 
(abbreviated UP) for L(F) could then be solved by the following algorithm: 
- -  Test whether L(F) is ___-closed 
• if it is not, then L(F) ~ X*, 
• if it is, then 
(a) apply the algorithm described in [4] to construct a rational expression 
E such that L(E) = L(F), 
(b) test whether L(E) = X*. 
As the UP is undecidable for context-free grammars [10, Ch. 8], part 1 is achieved. 
Part 2: Let us denote by M the subset of G2 consisting of all graphs H such that: 
H has two distinct sources, the sources have degree 0 or 1 and are not linked by any 
path, H has no cycle and no vertex of degree 1> 3. One can notice that 
M = ~(W(X*) ) -  W(X*). 
We claim that 
- -  from every context-free grammar F over X*, one can construct a HR grammar 
W(F) such that 
L(w( r ) )  = W(L( r ) )uM (1) 
- -  for every subset L ___ X*, 
L is ~-closed ,~, W (L) w M is ~-closed. (2) 
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From (1) and (2), it follows that the "subword-closedness" problem for context-free 
grammars i reducible to the "minor-closedness" problem for HR grammars. But the 
first problem is undecidable (by part 1), hence the second problem is undecidable 
too. [] 
If we are given a grammar F with the information that "L(F) is minor-closed" we shall 
construct the set of obstructions t2(L(F)) not directly from F but from the grammar F' 
constructed by Corollary 4.4, because we need to work with a grammar such that each 
nonterminal generates a minor-closed set. 
5. Obstructions 
The following result is known from Robertson and Seymour [11]: 
Theorem 5.1 (Graph Minor Theorem). For every infinite sequence of graphs (Gi)i >1 o all 
of the same type n, there exists 0 <. i < j such that Gi~_Gj. 
Discussion. The Graph Minor Theorem is proved in [11] for graphs with pairwise 
distinct sources. However Theorem 5.1 follows easily from the special case: consider 
(Gi)i ~>o, where all the graphs are of same type, there is an infinite subsequence 
Gi,, Gi . . . . . .  G~... such that for some empty graph E, e(Gi) = E for all j. 
The graphs of this subsequence an be considered as having all card(V~) pairwise 
distinct sources, hence the result of [11] applies and we have G~j~_Gij, for some 
j < j', as was to be proved. 
Let L be a minor-closed set of graphs, all of same type, say n. We let 
~(L) = (GIG has type n, G~L and every proper minor of G is in L}. (3) 
Let M be a set of graphs, all of same type, say n. We let 
FORB(M) = {GIG has type n and no minor of G is in M}, 
so that 
L = FORB(g2(L)). (4) 
By Theorem 4.1, ~(L) is finite and (4) gives a finitary description of L. 
Our aim is to show that one can construct effectively the set Q(_<](L(Fo))) where 
Fo is a given grammar. We shall need the notion of tree-width 
5.1. Tree-width 
Definition. Let G be a graph. A tree-decomposition of G is a pair (T,f)  consisting of an 
undirected tree T, and a mapping f: VT ~ ~(Va) such that 
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T1 le G = U{f(01 ie  vr}, 
T2 every edge of G has its vertices in f(i) for some i 
T3 if i,j, k e Vr, and if j  is on the unique path in T from i to k, thenf(i)~f(k) ~_ f(j), 
T4 all sources of G are in f(i) for some i in VT. 
The width of such a decomposition is defined as 
Max {card (f(i))[i e Vr} - 1. 
The tree-width of G is the minimum width of a tree-decomposition f G. It is 
denoted by twd(G). For a 0-graph, condition T4 is always satisfied in a trivial way. 
Trees are of tree-width 1, series-parallel graphs are of tree-width 2 (or 1 in degenerated 
cases), a complete graph with n vertices is of tree-width n - 1. 
The tree-width of a set L of graphs (denoted by twd(L)) is the least upper bound in 
w { oo } of {twd(G)[ G ~ L}. The set of complete graphs and the set of square grids 
have infinite tree-width. 
Lemma 5.2 (Courcelle [5]). Let F be a grammar. Let D[el, ..., eli be the right-hand 
side of a rule in F. 
1. I f  G1, ..., Gt are graphs of respective types z(e0, .. . ,  z(et) and of tree-width at most k, 
then the graph D[Gx/el . . . .  , Gdel] has tree-width at most k, ifk + 1 ~> Card(Vo). 
2. For every nonterminal u of F, the tree-width of L(F,u) is at most k if 
k + 1 >>, max{Card(Vo)l(u,D) is a rule ofF}. 
We shall use Monadic Second-order logic (MS) to describe sets of graphs. 
5.2. Monadic Second-order Logic 
We shall use Monadic Second-order Logic (MS) to write formally hypergraph 
properties and to describe sets of hypergraphs. If ~o is a MS formula (see below), we 
shall write HI= 9 in order to denote that a hypergraph H satisfies the property 
expressed by ~0. The set of (finite) hypergraphs H such that H I= q~ is the set of 
hypergraphs defined by q~. A hypergraph H e G(A), is considered as a logical struc- 
ture </)//, (edga.n)a ~A, (Si, H)I  ~< i~< n > with domain Dn := VH wEn, constants Si,n, 
1 ~< i ~< n, denoting the sources of H and (z(a) + 1)-ary relations edga,n such that 
edg~,n(e, xl . . . . .  x.) holds iff e is a hyperedge with label a and (xl . . . . .  x.) is its 
sequence of vertices. Every closed first-order formula ~o written with the symbols edg~ 
(a e A), si(1 ~<i~< n)) is either true or false in the logical structure associated with 
H e G(A).. However, first-order logic is insufficient for our purposes, and we shall 
need monadic second-order logic, its extension using set variables. Formal definitions 
can be found in [2, 3, 5-7]. We give only as an example the following MS formula (for 
A = {a}, z(a) = 2): 
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5X (3uqx~y(edga(u,x,y) A x ~ X)  A 
(3u3x3y(edga(u, x,y) A xCX)  A 
(VuVxVy(edg,(u,x,  y) =~ (x e X ¢~ y e X))). 
This formula expresses the nonconnectedness of a graph H, having no isolated vertex. 
(The upper case variable X denotes subsets of Dn; the lower-case variables u, x, 
y denote elements of DH). 
Given a MS formula ~o and an integer n, we denote the set of finite models of ~o by 
t(~o, n) = {He G(A), IH I = q~}. 
The following fundamental result will be used in the sequel. 
Theorem 5.3 (Courcelle [2]). Given integers k, n and a MS-formula tp, one can decide 
whether the following is true:, 
VH e G., twd(H) ~< k ~ (H l= ~o). 
This result is no longer true if we omit the constraint "twd(H) ~< k". See [2]. 
The three next lemmas will be used in our main construction. 
Lemma 5.4 (Courcelle [5, Lemma 4.2]). For every finite graph K, one can construct 
a closed MS formula OK defining the set of graphs that contain K as a minor. 
Let us use in the next lemma the notations of Section 2.3. 
Lemma 5.5. Let D e G(A u U),, let P = (D, e~ . . . . .  el) be an associated graph operator 
and let tpl, . . . ,  ~om be closed MS formulas. Then one can construct a closed MS formula 
~b such that, L(~,n) =/) (L  (~ol, nx), ... ,L(tpm, nm)). 
We use in the proof the notions of unit graph and the function G ~ e(G) defined in 
Section 3. Let us say that a MS formula ~o is rigid iff for every H, K e G(A), if H 1= (p 
and K 1= ~0 then e(H) = e(K). Let us say that a graph D is identification-free iff, for 
every edge e of D, if the label ofe is an element of U then, for every 1 ~< i < j  ~< z(e), 
vertD(e, i) # vertD(e,j). 
Proof (sketch). Let us denote by P = (D, el, ..., el) a standard graph operator asso- 
ciated to D. 
First special case: D is a unit graph. Let u~ be the unique label of D. One can 
construct from ¢p and D a formula ~o'~ such that, for every graph H, H I= ~0~ iff there 
exists some graph H' obtained from H by separating some sources which are identical 
in D, and such that H' 1= t&. Hence 
H I= q~'i ¢~ there exists H1, ..., Hi such that for all j 
Hj l= q~j and H = P[H1 . . . . .  HI]. 
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Second special case: ~Pt . . . . .  (Pm are rigid. D can be written in the form 
D = E[Ux/el ,  U2/e2 . . . .  , Ut/et], 
where E ~ G(A w V)., V = {v~ . . . . .  vz} is a new ranked alphabet of variables, for every 
j~[1 ,  l], label(ej)= vj, z(vi)= T(ui), Uj is a unit graph labelled by uij and E is 
identification-free. L t us define now sequences of hypergraphs E'~ (for 1 <<. i <~ m), Vj, 
Vj, Vj',Ej' (for 1 ~<j ~< l) by 
Vj is the only unit graph, labelled by vj, such that t(Vj) = t(Uj), 
E" = t(Hi) for every model Hi of cpi(1 ~< i ~< m), 
Vj is the only unit graph, labelled by vj, such that t(Vj) = e(EIj), 
tv - -  t v j  = v j [v l  . . . . .  v;], 
E; = ~(v;). 
The required formula ~b will be of the form 3X0, X1, ..., X~. ~b' where ~' expresses the 
following conditions on a graph H: 
- -  the subgraph induced by Xo is isomorphic to E[E;  . . . .  , Ej', .... El'], 
- -  the subgraph induced by Xj  is isomorphic to some 17j'[HI . . . .  , Hz] where for every 
j, Hj ]= q~i, (this can be expressed by a MS formula by the first special case), 
- -  the vertices in Xo c~ X j  correspond exactly to the vertices of the edge labelled vj in 
- -  t t  E[v ,  . . . . .  v;']. 
General case: For every empty graph E there exists a formula 0~ such that, for every 
graph G, G [= OE ~ ~(G) = e(E). For every formula cp expressing properties of graphs 
in G(A)., ~p is equivalent to the disjunction VE~t,(cp A 0E), 8. denotes the set of all 
empty graphs of type n. Every formula (q~ A 0E) is rigid. Hence, by the second special 
case, for every empty graphs E~, E2 . . . . .  Em of respective types na, nz . . . . .  nm, one can 
construct a formula ~E,,E ...... E.) such that 
L(~'<E,,E ...... e.)) =/)(L(~01 A OE,,nl),L(q) 2 A OE,,n2), ... ,L(~p, A OF..,nm)). 
Let ~b = Ve,,E ...... e. $<e,,~ ...... e.) where (El, E~, . . . ,  Em) describes the set of all possible 
m-tuples of empty graphs of types n~, n~, ..., n,. We have then 
L($, n) = b(L(tp~, n:) . . . .  ,L(cPm, nm)). [] 
Let us use in next lemma the notations of Section 2.5. 
Lemma 5.6. Let F = (A, U, Q, Z) be a grammar where 
U = {ul . . . . .  Um} and Q(ui) = {DiA, ... ,Di.s,} (for 1 <<. i <<. m). 
Let ~Pl, . . . ,  ~Pm be closed MS formulas. Then one can construct closed MS formulas 
~k l . . . .  , ~bm such that, for every i e [1,m], 
L(¢ .  n,) = ~(L(~Ol. n~) . . . . .  L(~o. nm) . 
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Proof. Let Oi,j be the formula associated to Di,j and (~ol . . . .  , ~0m) by Lemma 5.5. The 
formulas 
~'li= V ~]i,j 
1 <<.j~<s~ 
fulfill the required property. [] 
5.3. Main construction 
Let Fo be a grammar. We show here how to construct f2(~(L(Fo))). By Corollary 
4.4 one can construct a grammar F with nonterminals Ul . . . .  ,um such that 
L(r, ul) = ~(L(ro)) ,  (5) 
L(r, ui) = ~(L(r ,  u3) for i=  2 . . . . .  m. (6) 
By Theorem 3.4, one can construct a proper grammar F' with nonterminals 
ul . . . .  , urn, such that 
L(F', ui) = L(F, u+)) - EMPTY(u~) for i = 1 . . . . .  m. (7) 
In order to give an explicit and decidable characterization f the sets of obstructions 
(f2(L(F, u3)h ~ ~ <~ , we define the following sets of graphs for every k, n e N: 
A(k, n) = {H ~ G, IH is a n-graph formed from an orientation of the (k + 1) x (k + 1) 
square grid augmented with at most n isolated vertices in such a way that the set of 
isolated vertices is exactly the set of sources} 
TWD(k, n) = {n ~ G, ltwd(n) ~< k}, 
EMPTY(n) = {H ~ G, IH is empty}. 
An example of graph in A(2,4) is shown in Fig. 13. 
Lemma 5.7. For every k, n ~ ~, there exists k' ~ N, such that 
TWD(k, n) __ FORB(A(k, n)) _~ TWD(k', n). (8) 
D ~0 • 1,3 
t 
1 
~0 02  
~0 0 L 
Fig. 13. 
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Proof. (1) The undirected (k + 1) x (k + 1)-grid Qk+ 1 has tree-width k + 1. It follows 
that every element in A(k, n) has tree-width = max(k + 1, n - 1). Since H~ G implies 
twd(H) ~< twd(G), it follows that if H • A(k, n), G • Gn and H<] G then twd(G) ~> 
k + 1. Hence, 
TWD(k, n) _ FORB(A(k, n)). 
(2) Let k" = 202(k+ 1)s, k' = k" + n - 1. It is proved in [12] that every undirected 
0-graph of tree-width ~> k" contains Qk + 1 as a minor. Let H be a (directed) n-graph of 
tree-width ~> k' + 1. Let H' be obtained from H by removing the sources and the edges 
incident with the sources and by forgetting the orientation. Then we have 
twd(H') >1 k" 
(because adding n vertices and edges between the new vertices and the others increases 
the tree-width of a graph by at most n). 
Hence Qk + 1 ~ H', which implies that some element of A(k, n) is a minor of H. This 
proves that 
FORB(A(k, n)) ~ TWD(k', n). [] 
In the two next lemmas F, F' denote the grammars introduced in (5)-(7). From now 
on we fix an integer k such that 
k + 1 >~ max{Card(Vo)l(u,D) is a rule of F}. 
Lemma 5.8. Let (01 . . . . .  ~'~m) be an m-tuple of finite sets of graphs of respective types 
nl . . . .  ,nm where ni = z(ui). Then (f21,..., f2r~) = (f2(L(F, Ul)) . . . .  , f2(L(F, u~,))) /ff the 
following conditions hold: 
C1 VH • f2i,H is a minimal element of (7,, - L(F, ui) (with respect o the ordering ~ ) 
C2 FORB(f2i) n EMPTY(ni) = L (F, ui) n EMPTY(ni) 
C3 the m-tuple (L'I . . . . .  L ' )  where L'i = FORB(f21)-EMPTY(n3 is a solution of St, 
C4 FORB(f2i) ~_ FORB(A(k, ng)) 
Proof. (1) Let us suppose (t21 . . . . .  ~2m) = (f2(L(F, ul)) . . . . .  f2(L(F, u=))). Condition C1 
is clear from the definition of an obstruction. Conditions C2, C3 follow from the facts 
that FORB(O~) = L(F, ui) and equality (7). By Lemma 5.2, 
L(F, ui) ~- TWD(k, ni). 
Hence, by Lemma 5.4 
L(F, u,) ~_ FORB(A(k, ni)) 
which implies Condition C4. 
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(2) Let us suppose that (f2x . . . . .  f2m) fulfills conditions C1-C4. By C3, the definition 
of F' and Theorem 3.3, 
FORB(f23 - EMPTY(n3 = L(F', u,). (9) 
Together with C2 it shows that 
FORB(O,) = L(F, u,) = FORB(f2(L(F, u,))). 
Condition C1 allows then to conclude that 
12i = O(L (F, ui)). [] 
Remark. (1) This proof also shows that (f21 . . . . .  f2m) = (f2(L(r, ul)), . . . ,  f2(L(r, us))) 
iff the conjunction C1 A C2 A C3 holds. It turns out that C4 is useful for effectivity 
purposes, especially in next lemma. 
(2) Let us notice that we make an essential use of the unicity of solution of F' when 
we deduce quality (9) from condition C3. This was the motivation for working with 
the grammar F' rather than with the initial grammar F. 
Lemma 5.9. It is decidable whether a given m-tuple (~21, ..., f2m) of finite sets of graphs 
of respective types nl, . . . ,  nr, is equal to (f2(L(F, ul)) . . . . .  f2(L(F, urn))). 
Proof. Let (f2~ . . . . .  f2m) be some m-tuple of finite sets of graphs of respective 
types nl, ...,nm and let k' be some integer such that (8) is true for every pair (k, n3 
(such an integer k' exists, by Lemma 5.7). It suffices to show that the conjunction of 
conditions C1-C4 given in Lemma 5.5 is decidable. Condition C1 is decidable 
(because membership n L(F, u~) is decidable). Condition C2 is decidable, because both 
sides of the equality are finite sets which can be computed. Condition C4 is equi- 
valent to 
VH e A(k, n~), 3K e f2,, K ~_H. 
This can be tested since A(k, nil Q~ are finite sets. Let us now assume that condition C4 
is fulfilled. By condition C4 and the choice of k' 
L'i = FORB(I2i) - EMPTY(n/) ~_ TWD(k', ni). 
By Lemma 5.4, one can construct from g2i a MS-formula ¢Pi such that, for every 
He G.: 
HI= ~0+ <=> H e FORB(f2+) - EMPTY(ni). 
By Lemma 5.6, from F' and ~01 . . . . .  (Pro, one can construct MS formulas ~kl such that, 
for every H ~ G,, 
H l= ~ki ~ H e l/(L(q31, n~) . . . . .  L(epm, n=)) 
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(where t~ is associated with F' as ti is with F in Section 2.3). Condition C3 is then 
equivalent to the condition that 
for all i s  [1,m], for all H~TWD(k',ni), HI= (~0i ~ ~i) 
which is decidable by Theorem 5.3. 
Theorem 5.10. Let L be a set of graphs defined by a given HR-grammar F. One can 
construct effectively the set of obstructions of the minor-closure of L. 
Proof .  By equality (5), ~(L )= ~(L(Fo))=L(r, ul). It suffices to enumerate m- 
tuples 12 = (t21, .. . ,  Om) and test (by Lemma 5.9) each of them for conditions C1-C4 
of Lemma 5.8, until a m-tuple I2 fulfilling them is reached. Then f2(~ (L)) = f21. [] 
We now discuss the extension of Theorem 5.10 to HR grammars generating sets of 
undirected graphs. 
An edge e in a hypergraph H is undirected if vertn(e) is a set of one or two vertices. 
(If vertn(e) = {v} then e is a loop incident with v; if vertn(e) = {u, v} then e is an edge 
linking u and v). In HR grammars terminal edges only can be undirected. The results 
of Sections 2-4 extend immediately. Clearly, a minor of an undirected graph is 
undirected. Theorem 5.1 for undirected graphs is an immediate consequence of its 
version for directed ones. Tree-width does not depend on orientation. In the proof of 
Lemma 5.7, the sets A(k, n) are much smaller because they consist of square (undirec- 
ted) grids with additional isolated vertices that are sources: we do not have to consider 
all orientations of the grids. All proofs of Section 5 extend easily. 
6. Conc lus ions  
We do not claim to have provided an efficient algorithm for constructing the 
obstructions ofa minor-closed set of graphs defined by a HR grammar. We have given 
a computability result only. 
Let us compare our result with that of Fellows and Langston I-8]. They prove that 
one can construct he set of obstructions of a minor-closed set of graphs L (not 
necessarily of bounded tree-width) under the following assumptions: 
- -  one knows an upper-bound on the tree-width of the obstructions, 
- -  one knows a MS formula characterizing the set L; I-8] actually uses a congruence 
but it is easy to obtain a congruence from an MS formula by the results of 
Courcelle I-2]. 
Hence the result of [8] is incomparable with the one established here: it concerns 
sets of graphs of tree-width not necessarily bounded but it cannot give Theorem 5.10 
because, up to now, there is no method to obtain a congruence from a grammar 
without using our theorem. 
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